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Signatures of speech and song: “Universal” links despite 
cultural diversity
Daniela Sammler1,2*

Equitable collaboration between culturally diverse scientists reveals that acoustic fingerprints of human speech 
and song share parallel relationships across the globe.

Humans all across the globe use their voices 
to talk and sing, although the exact forms of 
speech and song differ immensely between cul-
tures. Curiously, no other species exhibits such 
a dual functional use of the vocal apparatus—
although many species vocalize or even “sing.” 
Which evolutionary pressures made speech 
and song emerge as two distinct vocal catego-
ries in humans? Is the divide a cultural con-
struction or biologically grounded? And what 
makes speech and song distinguishable at 
all, in Europe, Asia, or Africa? In this issue of 
Science Advances, Ozaki et  al. (1) find that 
people across a large range of societies, six 
continents and 55 languages, modify their 
voices in similar ways when they speak or 
sing. This cross- cultural consistency provides 
an important argument for speech and song 
being globally similar solutions of humans to 
similar communicative pressures, flavored by 
cultural practice.

The question why humans have two modes 
of vocal communication has led to countless 
speculations. Did speech and song diverge 
from a common precursor? Or did one mode 
evolve from the other? And what is their 
survival value in the first place? While it is 
not hard to imagine why verbal eloquence 
increased fitness and was, hence, passed on 
to new generations, the answer is far from 
clear for music. Why did humans or their 
ancient ancestors start to sing? To charm the 
opposite sex as proposed by Darwin (2)? To 
tie social bonds with offspring or peers (3)? 
Or to credibly signal group cohesion to strang-
ers (4)? It is not easy to turn these theories 
from plausible tales into scientifically tena-
ble facts. Speech and song do not fossilize, 

and the Neanderthals, who might have given 
us answers, died out long ago.

One way to address these questions is to 
study the products—speech and song—as we 
use them today and to do so across many (ide-
ally all) societies and cultures. The idea is that 
elements of speech and song that can be found 
“universally” bring us closest to the prehistoric 
essence of these behaviors. These “universals” 
may be seen as “living fossils” buried under 
layers of cultural makeup that have been add-
ed over the course of evolutionary history.

Notably, this quest for “universality” does 
not mean to search for similar expressions or 
melodies across cultures. Rather, it means dig-
ging for deeper biocognitive principles and 
natural functions of human linguisticality and 
musicality that could explain global patterns of 
speech and song. These principles are thought 
to be firmly anchored in our species- specific 
genome, vocal anatomy, or brain structure and 
function. Take the volume of the lung, the de-
grees of freedom of the tongue, or the compu-
tational capacity of the brain as examples; they 
all provide natural constraints to how speech 
and song around the world can sound. The dis-
covery of the constraints that make speech and 
song sound differently may bring us closer to 
answering the question why humans commu-
nicate in these two ways.

That speech and song sound differently 
seems clear to everyone. This clarity shrivels, 
however, when thinking of genres such as rap 
or sprechgesang (speech song) or when expe-
riencing how looped speech turns magically 
into song in Diana Deutsch’s famous speech- 
to- song illusion (https://deutsch.ucsd.edu/
psychology/pages.php?i=212). In fact, many 

consider speech and song as end points of a 
continuum of vocal behaviors rather than two 
fixed categories (5). The distinction becomes 
even more blurred when looking at the large 
variety of languages spoken, and musics sung 
around the world: They are so diverse that 
comparing them has long been considered a 
waste of time. Fortunately, a few universals 
have crystallized recently, such as the predom-
inance of simple integer ratios in musical 
rhythms (6) and a comparable information 
rate of speech across societies (7). However, 
this does not yet answer the question what dis-
tinguishes “speech” and “song” cross- culturally. 
Ozaki et al. took up that challenge in a large- 
scale registered report.

They started with two difficult decisions: 
Which sound features to compare between 
speech and song, and how to extract them? 
There are thousands of features to look at in 
sounds. They range from basics such as pitch 
height, brightness, and intensity that can be ex-
tracted directly from the sound’s spectrogram 
to more structural features such as rhythmic 
regularity, contour shape, and pitch stability 
that rely on the segmentation of the continuous 
acoustic stream into perceptual units such as 
syllables and notes. Segmenting sounds is not 
trivial, and machine algorithms still lag behind 
human annotations. This leaves researchers 
with three choices: to either focus exclusively 
on basic features (8), to accept machine impre-
cisions as noise that might be mitigated by 
sampling from a gamut of recordings (9), or to 
recruit an army of human annotators who do 
the tedious work manually.

Ozaki et al. went for option three but with 
a twist: They shared the segmentation burden 
with 75 researchers, all coming from different 
corners of the world. In this global collabora-
tion, each researcher provided a set of four 
manually annotated recordings of themselves, 
singing a traditional song of their culture, re-
citing the lyrics, talking about that song, and 
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playing its melody on a musical instrument. 
Critics will immediately object that singing 
and speaking scientists are not a representative 
sample, and the authors do their best to rule 
this point out by comparing their findings to 
machine- analyzed recordings acquired in the 
field (9). What reinforced their choice was that 
it solved yet another problem of cross- cultural 
work: Judging behaviors of foreign cultures 
bears the risk of misinterpretations tinted by 
one’s own cultural background. Ozaki et al.’s 
approach left the judgment to the experts of 
their own culture, who were—on top of that—
also familiar with scientific rigor (not meaning 
that they were necessarily experts in musicol-
ogy or linguistics).

Testing six preregistered hypotheses in their 
total of 300 hand- polished recordings, Ozaki et al. 
find that features praised in Western text-
books as particularly distinctive between 
speech and song indeed show up across cul-
tures: Songs are globally slower and use higher 
and more stable pitches than speech. For some 
of these features, this distinction gets more pro-
nounced when comparing instrumental music 
with speech, while recited lyrics take an inter-
mediate position between speech and song. 
Have the authors put their finger on a global 
musi- linguistic continuum? Future studies will 
have to substantiate this idea with more diverse 
and nonacademic participants, more songs 
and more societies, more genres, more fea-
tures, and other approaches. Still, Ozaki et al.’s 
results are reason enough to return to the ques-
tion of which global drivers may explain the 
distinctive sound signatures of speech and 
song in the human species.

Bioacoustic theories provide a hot lead: 
They suggest that the acoustic form of a vocal-
ization is systematically shaped by the social 
function of this vocal behavior (10). Auditory, 
vocal, and cognitive systems optimally tuned 
to perceiving and producing these forms offer 
a major selection advantage. Take human in-
fant cries, heartfelt laughter, or aggressive roars 
as examples: They all exhibit characteristic 
sound signatures tailored to naturally tickle 
specific auditory and affective brain regions to 
elicit care, companionship, or rivalry, respec-
tively. Speech and song are thought to also fol-
low such form- function relationships (9) to 
optimally meet their opposite communicative 
goals (5). High pitched notes outside one’s nor-
mal vocal profile sound louder and burn ener-
gy, suitable for signaling one’s effort, arousal, 
and affect in songs; a speech given this way 

would be just tiring (although possible when 
emotional or infant- directed). Long notes sung 
on stable pitches are easier to mimic, and this is 
fundamental for establishing synchrony and 
harmony in social groups. Messaging at such 
slow speed would simply lack efficiency. While 
the present data cannot tell which functions 
exactly are shaping the acoustic forms of 
speech and song, knowing the acoustic fea-
tures resolves one important variable in the 
bioacoustic equation.

Ways forward are twofold. First, instead 
of measuring sound features in speech and 
song recordings, these features could be ex-
plicitly manipulated, one by one, to test their 
effects on listeners in different cultures. This 
will allow gaining deeper, causal insights 
into putative evolved functions. Fortunately, 
the field of sound engineering is showing 
growing interest in musical and vocal sig-
nals, and promising software is becoming 
available (10). Second, instead of inferring 
functions from forms, these functions could 
be explicitly engineered, one by one, to test 
their effects on a communication system. 
Innovative transmission chain experiments 
with computers or humans can test whether 
and how initially artificial sound systems di-
verge into vocalizations with speech-  and 
song- like properties depending on the func-
tions ascribed to these systems, e.g., to refer 
to objects in the world or to express affec-
tive meaning (11). Moreover, tracking the 
emergence of these properties in the brain 
will allow identifying how neurobiological 
constraints may have shaped the divide of 
speech and song over the course of human 
evolution (12).

Much remains to be done, and only global 
and multidisciplinary collaborations will make 
it possible to reconstruct the evolutionary 
past of human vocal behavior. With such 
joint efforts, the quest for the origins of 
speech and song will continue to be an excit-
ing and deeply insightful ride.
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